1. **2016 Knife of the Year**
The 2016 Knife of the Year has a four and half inch fixed point Damascus blade and measures nine inches overall. The bone handle is inlaid with the DU logo medallion polished brass bolster. The knife comes with a walnut presentation stand featuring an inlaid ivory colored crest medallion. The knife is held in place by a brass peg and a wooden block. It also comes with custom leather sheath with an embossed logo.

2. **Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #1 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year**
The buyer of this exclusive limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.

3. **Crawfish Boil for 50 and YETI Cooler**
*Donated by Dixie Crawfish Company*
This item is back by popular demand. Dixie Crawfish Company of Oxford, MS is pleased to present a crawfish boil for 50 people including corn, potatoes, and sausage. This package includes delivery to your location within 50 miles of Memphis (a reasonable longer distance will be accommodated by DU and Dixie) with dining tables and garbage cleanup. This boil must be hosted on a Thursday, Friday, or Saturday between April and June of 2017. In addition to this finger-licking feast, the winner of this package will also receive a Yeti Cooler to keep the beverages cold!

4. **1978 Dr. Allen Hughes Limited Edition print “Resting Place”**
*Donated by Anonymous Donor*
This one of a kind limited edition print was graciously donated to tonight’s event by an anonymous donor. The donor purchased this print sometime around 1978. There were only 950 copies of this exclusive print produced by Swan Graphics, ltd. This print is extremely special because Dr. Hughes has re-signed the bottom of this print and written the following “In appreciation of your services 1977, 1978 Tennessee Ducks Unlimited.” Dr. Hughes has also done a pencil sketch in the bottom left hand corner depicting a mallard diving down to feed. This one of a kind print is extremely rare and will be an amazing piece of history to hang in your house, duck club, or office.

5. **Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #2 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year**
The buyer of this exclusive limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.
The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.

6. Bowfishing Trip for 5 people with Parker’s Outfitting & Cajun Bowfishing Bow & Reel
   Donated by Parkers Outfitting & Dixie Pickers
Reelfoot Lake is a great place for springtime bowfishing adventures! During this time of the year the waters of Reelfoot Lake are perfect for shooting Carp, Bowfin, Gar and Buffalo. The shooting will be done on Reelfoot Lake and the surrounding areas. Current conditions play a role in where we will hunt. You and your 4 guests will hunt from a 24 foot War Eagle boat that has a shooting deck to support all the shooters at one time. This trip includes lodging for 1 night, 1 four hour bowfishing trip, and tons of lies about how big the fish were. You will need to bring snacks and drinks (alcohol is not permitted while fishing), insect repellant if needed, and shooting gloves are recommended. This trip will need to be taken in February or March. You can extend the trip for an additional fee.

7. Island Vacation For Eight in St. Thomas with Premier Villas
The Caribbean is calling! Answer the call and spend six days and six nights with Premier Villas International in the beautiful U. S. Virgin Islands. Located on St. Thomas, these villas are some of the finest on the island offering four spacious private suites with large ornate bathrooms, a private infinity pool, and world-class views of the Caribbean Sea. The majestic blue waters surrounding St. Thomas are known for breathtaking snorkeling and diving experiences, while the North Drop offers the challenge of world-class Marlin fishing. Explore the nearby city of Red Hook with its shopping and unique restaurants or make timeless memories island hopping in the U.S. and British Islands. Experience the true feel of the islands with American luxury standards! This magnificent island vacation includes:
   - Six days and six nights lodging for eight overlooking the Caribbean Sea
   - Four luxurious suites
   - Private infinity pool

$150 per person refundable utility/security deposit required.
Package does not include airfare, transportation to and from the airport, daily maid service, restaurant dining, voluntary tips and gratuities, or off-site excursions. Bookings are arranged on a first come first served basis and trip must be taken within 12 months of purchase.

8. Wild Quail hunting for 2 people at Prairie Wildlife in West Point, Mississippi
   Donated by Prairie Wildlife & Benny Atkinson
The Mississippi Black Prairie was at one time, an ecological wonder willed with native grasslands and forage for a wide diversity of flora and fauna. Under the leadership of Mr. Jimmy Bryan, through successful conservation efforts, the property at Prairie Wildlife has been restored and preserved for our sporting traditions. The native wild bobwhite quail population has steadily grown and continues to rise. Whether on a time honored mule-drawn wagon, or on gentle horseback, or via a simple prairie walk, one pursue the “Prince of Game Birds” how it once was done. Prairie wildlife offers some of the finest sporting and family experiences anywhere and is home to the Orvis wing shooting school, one of 5 in the country. The winner of this trip and their guest will enjoy a full day wild quail hunt for two persons on the Mississippi Black Prairie with an expert guide. Also included in this package will be overnight lodging at the Bryan Lodge at Prairie Wildlife with dinner the night before your hunt, and breakfast and lunch the next day. The friendly bird dogs of Town Creek Kennels will ensure you fully live this tradition; a tradition where the locally trained bird dogs and wild bobwhite quail will dance their timeless ritual.
9. **2016 DU Shotgun of the Year – Beretta A400 Xplor**

Celebrate 2016 with the most sought after DU Gun of the Year, Beretta A400 Xplor. This beautiful, working shotgun is made with Xtra Grain enhance walnut stock. The deep dark colors on the butt and forearm make this gun stand out from the rest. It’s a 12 gauge, semiautomatic, 3” chambered gun with a 28” polished blued barrel. The receiver of the gun features a modern waterfowl scene engraving and depicts mallards flying through the wind. This gun has a special DU serial number and a hard case is included to protect this one of a kind modern shotgun.

10. **Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #3 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year**

The buyer of this exclusive Limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.

11. **2016 Decoy of the Year – Greater Scaup Drake**

The 2016 Ducks Unlimited Decoy of the Year is one of the most detailed, handcrafted cast resin decoys ever in the national package. This beautiful Great Scaup Drake was created by Master Carver Jett Brunet. We promise this decoy will add a special appeal to any mantle or office desk with its magnificent coloring. Brunet decoys have appeared in the event merchandise package over 20 times. An exclusive Ducks Unlimited medallion is inlaid in the felt covered bottom.

12. **Bahamian Bonefishing for Two & Orvis Casting Lessons**

*Donated by Nervous Waters Fishing & Orvis*

Head east to Great Abaco Island, Bahamas for four nights and three days fishing at Abaco Lodge, a signature property in the Nervous Waters collection of lodges. You and your travel partner will be treated to some of the finest shallow water fishing in the Caribbean. As with all Nervous Waters properties, you can expect comfortable and well-appointed accommodations, world class cuisine, top of the line boats operated by seasoned, expert guides, and a management & staff committed to providing the utmost in service and attention to detail.

Abaco has more than 400 square miles of flats, none better known than the Marls on the western side of the island. The Marls have long been known by well-traveled bonefishermen as one of the most unique and productive fisheries in the Bahamas.

Abaco Lodge is centrally located on the Marl side of the island and for twenty miles the average depth is four feet. A bonefisherman couldn’t ask for a better backyard and it would take a lifetime to fish the entire Marls alone.

This trip of a lifetime includes:
- Four nights lodging
- Three days fishing
- All fishing guides, meals, rooming, transfers to and from the Marsh Harbour airport, and beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic).

*Not included are airfare, VAT Tax, and tips. Trip is valid for one year from Date of purchase.*
13. Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #4 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year
The buyer of this exclusive Limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.

14. Terry Redlin Canvas - Comfords of Home
Terry Redlin’s artwork has been an integral part of Ducks Unlimited events for many years. Over the years, Redlin prints have raised over 33 million dollars for conservation. With Mr. Redlin’s death in the spring of 2016, his prints will be limited in their availability in the future. The glow of this beautiful print depicts “A rustic lakeside cabin far enough from the city to create a sense that civilization has been left far behind, but not so distant to make the return trip a burden. The weather will always be just right for either fishing or hunting. The boat is ready. The dog is waiting. And the sunsets of course, will be outstanding.” The canvas measures 30” H x 42” W.

15. Argentinian Dove Hunt for Two at Pica Zuro Lodge
Donated by David Denies Wingshooting
Migrate south to Cordoba, Argentina for three days of world class dove shooting at the exclusive Pica Zuro Lodge. Pica Zuro is a signature property in the David Denies collection of lodges, the premier wingshooting outfitter in South America. You and your travel partner will be treated to some of the finest dove hunting and luxury accommodations in the southern hemisphere while being taken care of by professional huntsmen and lodge staff. Cordoba is considered the dove shooting capital of the world. The 100 square mile radius around Pica Zuro is annually inhabited by over 40 million dove and the lodge manages 55 shooting fields all within a scenic drive through the region’s rich farmland.
This trip of a lifetime includes:
• Three nights lodging
• Six total hunts
• All field guides, meals, rooming, transfers to and from the fields, and beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic)
*Not included in this package: airfare, land fees, ground transfer to lodge (approximately $350 round trip per person), licenses (approximately $65 per person per day), gun rental for those not wishing to bring their own, shells and tips. Trip is valid for one year from the date of purchase.

16. Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #5 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year
The buyer of this exclusive Limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.
17. Authentic Ducks Unlimited Riddell Helmet  
*Donated by Riddell and Kollege Town Sports*
Show your support of Ducks Unlimited and love of football with this custom designed Ducks Unlimited helmet! This authentic *Riddell Speed* helmet is the same quality and design used by high schools and colleges across the country. To make it a collectable it has been heat wrapped in DU Blades camo and adorned with a custom impact duckhead logo. This item is one of thirty provided to DU by Riddell for fundraising use in very select events this year.

*Donated by Duckbriar and Tim Jett*
If you have ever dreamed of hunting hogs at night with your own rifle using night vision scopes then this is the package for you. The buyer of this awesome package will have the opportunity to take 2 hunting buddies to Duckbriar in Clarksdale, MS for a one night lodging, 1 night hunt for hogs. Included with your hunting will be your very own Smith & Wesson M&P 15 5.56 with Bushnell Equinox Digital Night Vision scope. This is the perfect combination for any outdoorsman looking for the thrill of hunting hogs at night!

19. Rustic DU Sign
The Rustic Ducks Unlimited sign continues to be one of the hottest selling items in 2016. The 3D metal sign features the DU logo in a rustic finish. The DU logo and the words Ducks Unlimited are mounted to a map of North America. The beautiful piece is distressed to look like a weathered, vintage sign that would be an amazing piece in somebody’s cabin, on the side of a barn, or in your man cave. The rustic DU sign is made of 100% iron.

20. Srixon/Cleveland Ultimate Golf Package  
*Donated by Srixon/Cleveland Golf*
Buyer of this incredible golf package will get a brand new set of Srixon Z355 Series irons and woods, 3 new Cleveland wedges, Cleveland putter and a brand new Tour Edition staff bag. After you have perfected and fine-tuned your brand new set of clubs, you can invite 3 of your golfing buddies to enjoy rounds at some of the best courses around Memphis. You and your buddies will enjoy golf at Windyke Country Club, TPC Southwind, Germantown Country Club, Mirimichi Golf Course and Memphis National Golf Club. You and your buddies will also get to play the brand new Mossy Oak Golf Club in West Point, MS. This package is a must have for all golfers at any skill level.

21. Lord Calvert Ceramic Duck Unlimited Decanter #6 of 6 for 2016 DU Handgun of the Year
The buyer of this exclusive Limited edition Lord Calvert Ducks Unlimited Decanter will be entered into a drawing for the 2016 Ducks Unlimited Handgun of the Year – Springfield Mil-Spec Stainless 1911. That’s right, a dog-shaped decanter filled with Lord Calvert whisky. At first glance, this thing screams 1970s Beam bourbon decanters. The 70s were a time in the era of whiskey history best forgotten from a liquor quality perspective, but as far as the containers themselves go, they continue to be enjoyed by a group of passionate collectors. This firearm is made in the USA and is an all stainless, full sized 1911 chambered in .45 acp. The styling cues resemble a 1911-A1, originally designed for the United State military. The 5” stainless match-grade barrel and custom walnut grips featuring the DU logo make this handgun a must have for anyone.